
Air Pink is a private Business Jet charter airline based in Belgrade, Serbia. It was 
founded in October 2004 as part of Pink International Company by the highly 
trained, experienced and enthusiastic small group of pilots. Air Pink's main base 
is the Belgrade "Nikola Tesla" International Airport - LYBE.

Air Pink, as holder of valid AOC, started commercial operations with multi engine 
piston Beech A60 - Duke and soon one Cessna Jet - Citation Bravo YU-BVV entered 
in traffic which added on quality of the performance cutting the trip time and 
extended non-stop range offering commercial services through Europe and East 
Europe countries.

Next year another Cessna Jet - Citation Bravo, YU-BTT,  joined the fleet 
strengthening Air Pink's capacity to offer commercial flights to many more new 
clients.

After more than 16 years of successful operations our fleet grew  to  Cessna  
Business Jet aircraft's, that we are operating  presently!

Our pilots are highly trained, skilled, experienced and professional in their line of 
work.

Our Engineering Department, with professional and efficient maintenance 
programs, keeps safety of the operation and dispatch reliability on highest 
possible level.

Air Pink's safety record, after all this years of successful operation, remain 
spotless.

We have developed flight cost monitoring system, as our tool to monitor the cost 
of the flights, through: cost following, cost control and cost reduction procedures! 
This system enables us to be very precise in flight cost planning and as result we 
can offer most competitive rates to end users of our transportation service 
keeping the quality of our service on demanding level!

Our customers, mostly business aircraft brokers, are getting most competitive 
rates for the same itineraries offered by our competitor's, for the same business 
aircraft size and other services.

This is the reason that we are cooperating with business aircraft brokers all over 
the world!


